Chris Blanchard had a good understanding of students. His descriptions were easy to understand and he took a genuine interest in lecturing the subject. He highlighted important points well.

- Teaching and practical help very good
- Lecture notes on internet very good, helpful
- Went through topics clearly and slowly, made it possible to listen, putting overheads on the forum
- I got good feedback on assignments

- Good enthusiasm
- Relevant material
- Very good knowledge of his topics
- Makes things very interesting
- Challenges thoughts
- The lecturer knew the topic well
- Interactive demonstrations
- Notes on forum was very helpful
- Classes were well organised and clear and thoroughly explained
- Lecturer enthusiastic when teaching
- Lectures were well organised
- Some of the exercises in class to help us learn were very useful
- Enthusiastic about subject matter which is catching
- Encouraged participation, rather that just reading a prepared lecture
- Clear, concise explanations and gave freely of his time
- Tries to teach in more laymans terms - easier to understand
- If you don’t understand Chris will try to restructure info so you see the point
- Friendly, confident and knew student’s names and his topic
- Very organised and well prepared
- Chris was interested in his subjects
- Chris initiated an interactive class activities which made a difficult sequence to remember easier with a bit of entertainment
Chris is enthusiastic, clear and efficient in the way he conducts his classes. He also doesn't mind a good joke, which keeps the classes attention

Excellent lectures! Well done! Lectures were presented in a clear, concise and interesting manner

The lecture notes on the forum were great

Good lecture notes
Good study guides
Good teaching skills, explanation clear

Clear explanations in class
Organised notes, easy to follow
Good relations built between lectures and students. Made studying the subject easier

The use of Powerpoint during lectures
The notes on the web
Enthusiasm and clear manner in which lectures are conducted and presented

Putting lecture notes on the forum
Being enthusiastic and very approachable

Very knowledgeable in the subject matter
Patient with difficult to understand aspects of the topics taken

I found the use of the power point presentations very useful as they had some colour thrown in them.
The lecture notes that were placed on the forum were excellent which were very helpful for the minitests
The minitests were an excellent way of keeping up with the lecture material

Chris was an informative lecturer

When you keep going back to the topic objectives it helps us revise and relate to the material
Mini quiz and other activities for material are excellent revision

Relevant examples of implication of content
• I found that when Chris goes over the objectives at the end of the lecture, it has been helpful with looking at the big picture of the topic

• Presentations very clear

**BCM208 2002 Teaching**

• The specific things to be taught were gone over very well

• Enthusiasm for subject makes it easier for us to understand. Easy going, relaxed, makes it a more relaxed learning environment

• Very positive, gets class members involved
• Wants you to understand the whole process
• One of the better teachers at this Uni

• Class interaction activities
• Use of diagrams and movies

**BCM301 2001 Teaching**

• Lectures were good

• Well structured
• Practicals were helpful in consolidating information
• Power point presentations effective

• Easy to understand
• Everything was connected

• The subject outline clearly outlines the learning objectives, and the content follows this closely

• Clear lectures and lecture notes, everything explained to a depth which was easy to understand
• Practicals helped to enforce knowledge from lectures and put this in to practice

• Chris’ lecturing style was excellent and helped me to understand more about this subject

• Clear understandable interesting lectures

• Practicals were very relaxed and helped in the understanding of the technology
• Well presented lecture notes that were put on the forum
• Interesting teaching material

**BCM301 2002 Subject**

• Lecture notes were hand in studying for mini tests
• Test were helpful in motivating study for subject

• Practical lessons were well organised and relevant
• Numerous small assessment tasks proved useful

• Practicals helped in the understanding of the subject

• Interesting topics and friendly teaching style help in understanding of subject

• Consultation time is flexible

• The use of visual aids and powerpoint presentation makes lecture more interesting and easy to follow

• The mini tests at the beginning of each lecture helped my understanding
• The posting of lecture notes on the forum

• The subject cultivates the interest in knowing more about molecular biotechnology